Protein expression profiles vary considerably between human cell lines and tissues, which is in part a reflection of their specialized roles within an organism. It is of considerable practical use to establish which proteins constitute the primary components of the respective proteomes. When compiled into databases, such information can facilitate the assessment of selectivity and specificity of a wide range of proteomic experiments. Here we describe the major constituents of proteomes of six human immortalized cell lines. By employing a combination of one-dimensional SDS-PAGE and nanocapillary liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/ MS), we identified up to 1785 non-redundant cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins from a single cell line using 50 and 30 g of total protein from the corresponding fractions. Up to 38 proteins could be identified from a single band in one liquid chromatography-MS/MS experiment. When combined with systematic gridding of gel lanes into 48 slices, a dynamic range for protein identification of ϳ1:2000 can be envisaged for this approach. Identified proteins range from 4 -553 kDa in size, cover the pI range between 3.4 and 12.8, and include 255 proteins with predicted transmembrane domains. Repeated analysis of peptides derived from the same gel band showed that the reproducibility of nanocapillary liquid chromatography-MS/MS of such complex mixtures is about 60 -70% suggesting that a particular analytical experiment would need to be repeated about three times to arrive at a representative estimate of the set of highly abundant proteins in a given proteome. Given its technical simplicity, sensitivity, and wealth of generated information, we have adopted this experimental approach to characterize every cell line and tissue that is the subject of experimentation in our laboratory. The combined dataset for the six cell lines consists of 2341 non-redundant human proteins and thus constitutes one of the largest collections of human proteomic data published to date.
tween different cell types and span at least six orders of magnitude. As a result, a key question in any biochemical experiment aiming at the identification of a set of proteins in a particular biological context is how significant the observation actually is. In other words, the ability to discriminate between specific protein identifications in the experiment and so-called background identifications is of utmost importance. A range of factors can contribute to the often large number of nonspecific or at least functionally irrelevant identifications of a protein in a given experiment. These may include particular functional properties of a detected protein (such as the binding of chaperones to proteins) that result in prominent identifications of such proteins but also biochemical properties such as multiple hydrophobic interactions between proteins (often observed in membrane-containing protein preparations), nonspecific absorption of proteins on surfaces such as affinity matrices, or an ill understood general exceptional compatibility with standard protein separation and identification technologies. Undoubtedly, highly abundant proteins are likely to contribute to unspecific background to a major extent because these proteins are often notoriously difficult to eliminate completely during the course of a biochemical experiment (e.g. albumin in serum, cytoskeletal proteins, and metabolic enzymes). The abundance aspect is of particular relevance because it differs widely between tissues of different origins (and thus may lead to varying results of identical experiments performed in different cell types). The presence of highly abundant proteins in a sample often limits purification yields for proteins of interest as well as the depth of analysis in proteomic experiments because these proteins take up a significant portion of the available analytical space and thus leave less room for the identification of proteins that may be more relevant to a particular experiment. As a result of these considerations, it is useful to generate a database of core proteomes of tissues and cell lines that are commonly used in biological research to facilitate the analysis of abundance-related protein background issues in expression proteomics, chemical proteomics, and protein-protein interaction studies.
The large scale analysis of gene expression patterns required for the establishment of such a database can in theory be performed at the level of mRNA or proteins; however, mRNA-based approaches such as high density oligonucleotide arrays (1) and serial analysis of gene expression (2) are generally not set up to provide a measure for the absolute number of transcripts of a particular gene. In addition, it has been shown in yeast that the correlation between mRNA and protein levels is insufficient to predict protein expression levels from quantitative mRNA data (3) . As a result, direct protein profiling is required to approach a description of the protein composition of a particular cell under a given set of physiological conditions.
Nowadays, large scale protein profiling experiments are dominated by the use of mass spectrometry (MS) 1 techniques for protein identification such as peptide mass fingerprinting (4) or peptide sequencing using tandem mass spectrometry and database searching (5-7). To reduce sample complexity, a number of separation steps on the protein or peptide level are usually employed prior to protein identification. Traditionally, two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D PAGE) has been the method of choice in expression proteomics studies because it features very high protein separation capacity and because the visualized protein spot pattern provides additional semiquantitative information for comparative studies. Many 2D reference gels of bacterial, fungal, and mammalian proteomes are publicly available (www.expasy. org/ch2d/), but even though high quality 2D gels display thousands of protein spots, these typically comprise multiple isoforms and technical artifacts of no more than 200 -300 highly abundant different gene products identified by microsequencing or mass spectrometry. Conference reports suggest that this figure might increase to 1000 genes if subcellular fractionation is used prior to 2D PAGE, but such data has not yet appeared in the public domain. Further limitations of 2D PAGE for general protein profiling of cell lines and tissues include the fact that the technique is still quite technically demanding and the observation that proteins with extreme biochemical properties (size, isoelectric point) as well as certain protein classes (e.g. transmembrane proteins) have been notoriously underrepresented in datasets from standard profiling experiments (8) .
More recently, omitting a protein separation step altogether and instead combining two orthogonal chromatography steps and tandem mass spectrometry (LC/LC-MS/MS) to resolve and analyze peptides following in-solution digestion of proteins (9) has become increasingly popular. Controlling this technology is not trivial, but recent reports indicate great potential. For example, 1484 yeast proteins (9) , 2363 rice proteins (10), 2415 plasmodium proteins (11) , and 1610 rat proteins (12) have been identified using this approach, suggesting that 2D LC-MS/MS is much more powerful for the global characterization of proteins from cells and tissue compared with 2D PAGE. However, such high proteome coverage does come at a price, notably sensitivity. Typically, shotgun identification experiments require 0.5-5 mg of total protein. Although this will often not present a real limitation when working with cell lines or tissue, such quantities might not be available from needle biopsy material, collected by laser capture microdissection or from biochemical fractionation of cellular contents. From an analytical point of view, abandoning separation on the protein level and instead employing 2D LC separations of complex peptide mixtures might suffer from the fact that peptides from highly abundant proteins take up a large proportion of the available analytical space in both chromatographic dimensions, which should limit the dynamic range available for protein identification and thus might compromise the identification of proteins with low expression levels. This problem has been addressed by reducing sample complexity using isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) technology (13) . Although the selective modification and isolation of cysteine-containing peptides in combination with LC/LC-MS/MS analysis allowed the identification of 986 yeast proteins (14) , this three-dimensional chromatographic approach did not really constitute a benefit over the 2D approach reported by Peng et al. (15) , who managed to identify 1504 yeast proteins without the use of the isotope-coded affinity tag step. Possibly, this is the result of restricting the accessible proteome space to proteins that contain a cysteine residue within a tryptic fragment in the mass range typically used for protein identification (800 -2500 Da). About 14% of all human proteins do not have any cysteine-containing peptides in that mass range, and a further 19% only possess one such peptide. In addition, the amount of starting material for an isotope-coded affinity tag experiment is also in the mg range, which restricts the application of the approach to experiments in which relatively large amounts of proteins are available.
An approach that constitutes an interesting compromise between the advantages and shortcomings of the methods mentioned above is a combination of 1D PAGE protein separation and nanocapillary LC-MS/MS analysis (GeLC-MS/MS) of in-gel-generated peptides for protein identification. It is technically simple in nature and combines decent protein separation capability that also captures those proteins typically not accessible via 2D PAGE (notably large proteins and those with transmembrane domains) and the well established excellent sensitivity of gel-based protein identification using mass spectrometry for samples of low complexity (16) . Recent examples from the literature indicate that this approach might also be viably applied for the analysis of complex protein mixtures as shown by the identification of 1289 plasmodium proteins (17) and of 271 proteins from the nucleolus (18) . In this paper, we report on the application of GeLC-MS/MS to the analysis of core proteomes of six human immortalized cell lines as well as on the effect of subcellular fractionation on the total yield of protein identifications. The dataset currently 1 The abbreviations used are: MS, mass spectrometry; MS/MS, tandem mass spectrometry; 1D, one-dimensional; 2D, two-dimensional; LC, liquid chromatography; LC/LC, two orthogonal liquid chromatography steps; GeLC-MS/MS, 1D PAGE protein separation followed by nanocapillary LC-MS/MS analysis; IPI, International Protein Index; TMD, transmembrane domain; bis-Tris, 2-[bis (2- 
includes cytoplasmic core proteomes of HEK293 (embryonic kidney cells), SKNBE2 (neuroblastoma), SW480 (colon carcinoma), HeLa (cervical adenocarcinoma), HeLaS3 (a clonal derivative of HeLa), and HepG2 (hepatocellular carcinoma) cells as well as a nuclear preparation from HEK293 cells. We identified between 268 and 1111 non-redundant cytoplasmic proteins for each cell line utilizing only 50 g of total protein.
The resulting information has proven very valuable in our laboratory for discriminating between specific protein signals and background in various types of affinity-based protein purification/identification experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Preparation of Protein Samples-For cytoplasmic fractions, 2.5 ϫ 10 7 HEK293, SKNBE2, SW480, HeLa, HeLaS3, and HepG2 cells were harvested, washed once with phosphate-buffered saline, resuspended in lysis buffer, and lysed with 10 passages through a 15-gauge needle. Cell lysates were centrifuged to obtain a post-nuclear supernatant, which was further centrifuged to obtain a cytoplasmic fraction (100,000 ϫ g supernatant). Protein concentration was determined by Bradford assay, and 50 g of protein were separated on a 4 -15% gradient gel. For the nuclear fraction of HEK293 cells, 5 ϫ 10 8 cells were harvested and washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline. Cells were lysed in hypotonic buffer (10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM KCl, 25 mM NaF, 1 mM Na 3 VO 4 , 1 mM dithiothreitol) followed by a 10-min incubation on ice. After Dounce homogenization, a nuclear pellet was obtained by spinning the lysate for 10 min at 2000 ϫ g. The pellet was resuspended in two volumes of a high salt buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 20% glycerol, 420 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaF, 1 mM Na 3 VO 4 , 1 mM dithiothreitol) and incubated for 30 min on ice. After dilution to a final salt concentration of 110 mM, the fraction was centrifuged for 1 h at 100,000 ϫ g. The protein concentration of the fraction was determined by Bradford, and 30 g were applied on a 4 -12% bis-Tris gel. After visualization by colloidal Coomassie, whole gel lanes were cut into 48 pieces of equal size and subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion essentially as described by Shevchenko et al. (19) .
Mass Spectrometry and Data Analysis-One-third of the total tryptic digest sample was subjected to 60 min of data-dependent nanocapillary reversed-phase LC-MS/MS analysis using self-packed 75-m inner diameter columns (Reprosil, Maisch) on nanoLC systems (CapLC, Waters; Ultimate, LC Packings) coupled to quadrupole timeof-flight (QTOF) instruments (QTOF Ultima, QTOF Micro, QTOF II, Waters). Data-dependent acquisition was performed using three MS/MS channels and no exclusion time. Where possible, measurements were repeated up to two times using the remaining amount of sample.
Proteins were identified by automated database searching (Mascot Daemon, Matrix Science) against an in-house curated version of the monthly updated International Protein Index protein sequence database (IPI, versions 2.5-2.18, European Bioinformatics Institute, www.ebi.ac.uk/IPI/). This minimally redundant yet maximally complete compilation of entries from Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL, RefSeq, and Ensembl was complemented with frequently observed non-human contaminants and viral proteins expressed by the examined immortalized cell lines (e.g. expression of E1B protein from human adenovirus type 5 (Swiss-Prot accession number P03243) in HEK293 cells). Search parameters were as follows: MS and MS/MS tolerance of 0.4 Da, tryptic specificity allowing for up to 3 missed cleavages and K/R-P cleavages, fixed modification of carbamidomethylation of cysteine, and variable modification of oxidation of methionine. Results were read into a Oracle database for further data analysis and comparison of identified protein sets using standard database querying tools. To ensure the highest possible quality of identification, protein hits with Mascot scores between 30 and 80 were evaluated by visual examination of the corresponding MS/MS spectra. In the case of identifications of multiple protein database entries based on the same set of peptides, only a single entry (highest molecular weight) was considered. Identifications based on peptides comprising a subset of a larger set of peptides used for identification of another database entry were not included. Comparative analysis of protein identification sets was performed on the level of database accession numbers as well as on clusters of 97% sequence identity to minimize effects caused by the ongoing revision of protein database content. Prediction of transmembrane domains was done using TMHMM 2.0 (20) , and isoelectric points were calculated using EMBOSS (21) . RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Core Proteome Datasets Obtained by GeLC-MS/MS-Using
a simple 1D PAGE separation step prior to nanocapillary LC-MS/MS analysis, we outlined cytoplasmic core proteomes of different human cell lines that are frequently used for a wide range of experimental applications in our and many other laboratories. Table I summarizes the overall experimental results for cytoplasmic core proteomes from HEK293, SKNBE2, SW480, HeLa, HeLaS3, and HepG2 cells as well as the nuclear core proteome from HEK293 cells. The full lists of identified proteins can be found in the supplementary material (Tables S1-S7) .
Up to 1111 non-redundant proteins (991 clusters of 97% sequence identity, HEK293 cytoplasmic) could be identified from 50 g of total protein separated by 1D PAGE followed by slicing gel lanes into 48 bands (gel fractions) and measuring tryptic peptides from all 48 gel fractions in triplicate by LC-MS/MS. Interestingly, the range of proteins identified in these cell lines varied by a factor of four despite the fact that identical amounts of total protein were used for every experiment. This probably reflects differences in dynamic range of individual protein expression levels in different cell lines and not technical limitations. Three different types of quadrupole time-of-flight instruments were used in this study, but no correlation between absolute sensitivity of the particular instrument and the number of identified proteins could be observed, indicating that the amount of protein available for detection was not limiting. This is probably not surprising because by the nature of the experiment, all of the identified proteins should represent highly abundant cellular proteins and should therefore not constitute a major challenge for the analytical sensitivity of the LC-MS/MS systems used. The raw data for all cytoplasmic proteomes comprises 34,242 best spectrum-to-peptide assignments by Mascot (not counting repeated fragmentation of the same peptide in one LC-MS/MS run) resulting in 8860 protein identifications (average of four matched peptides/protein). All individual identifications could be consolidated into a non-redundant set of 10,258 tryptic peptides (21 and 3% of which contain one and two or more missed cleavage sites, respectively) and 2341 proteins (1792 clusters). One-peptide identifications accounted for 27% of all identifications. It should be noted that the number of protein identifications is a rather conservative estimate of the number of proteins represented in the raw MS data because we opted to systematically reject all Mascot identifications for which the calculated probability of a random match was 50% or higher (corresponding to a Mascot score of 30 for the protein sequence database used in this study). However, our experience with data acquired on quadrupole time-offlight instruments indicates that about 25% of all Mascot hits with scores as low as 30 can be rescued by manual interpretation of MS/MS spectra. 2 When taken together with the rather low number of single peptide identifications and missed enzymatic cleavage sites, we can be confident that the reported protein identifications are genuine.
The identified core proteomes cover a wide range of biochemically diverse proteins in terms of size (4.4 -553.0 kDa), isoelectric point (3.41-12.76), and presence of up to 16 transmembrane domains (TMDs, Tables I and S1-S7). Fig. 1 shows a comparison between the distribution of protein size in the protein sequence database and that obtained for all proteins identified here. The two distributions match quite closely for proteins larger than 20 kDa indicating that GeLC-MS/MS does provide a fair representation of the protein content of a cell. However, very small proteins tend to be underrepresented, and that trend becomes more severe the smaller the protein is. This can of course partly be attributed to the fact that small proteins may run off the bottom of the gel. However, our analysis shows that proteins as small as 4 kDa were identified, and the same effect is indeed observed in shotgun protein identification studies that do not involve the use of gels (Ref. 9 and data not shown). An alternative explanation is of course that small proteins yield few peptides for identification, but a third factor should also be considered, a potential overrepresentation of small proteins in the sequence data- 
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base. This can arise from the fact that the protein sequence database contains a large number of entries that are predicted from genomic sequences. Small genes are difficult to assign with good confidence from genomic sequences (22) , and as a result, many small coding sequences in the protein database might be overpredictions of the software tools used for gene finding. When analyzing our dataset for the presence of transmembrane proteins, we find that 11% of all proteins (255) contain at least one transmembrane domain and that 101 proteins contain more than one such domain. Although one might have expected a higher incidence of transmembrane proteins (20% of all proteins in IPI contain at least one predicted TMD), it is noteworthy that a relatively large number of transmembrane proteins could be identified here without any specific enrichment for this class of proteins.
Depth of Proteome Characterization by GeLC-MS/MS-At first approximation, the maximum number of proteins that can possibly be identified by GeLC-MS/MS should depend on the number of gel slices cut and the number of proteins the LC-MS/MS system can identify from such a gel band. In our case, we cut gel lanes with an effective separation range of about 7 cm into 48 equally spaced slices and used a 75-m column for peptide separation. On average, the same protein was identified in 1.2 gel slices, and these were almost invariably made in adjacent gel slices. Hence, the separation power provided by the 1D gel should be about a factor of 40 (48:1.2). NanoLC-MS/MS allowed the identification of up to 38 distinct proteins in a single analysis of a single sample as indicated in Table I . Additional titration experiments using in-solution protein digests of 100 fmol of bovine serum albumin spiked into digests of chicken conalbumin varying from 100 fmol to 5 pmol suggest a dynamic range of about 1:50 for the LC system used in this study (data not shown). Taken together, one would therefore not expect to be able to identify more than ϳ40 ϫ 38 ϭ 1520 proteins in a single LC-MS/MS analysis of all gel slices. In practice, we have generally not identified more than 800 proteins in one such analysis. There are two primary reasons why there is a discrepancy between the theoretically possible number of protein identifications and the one that was actually achieved. First, there is no even distribution of the number of proteins across the gel (see Fig.  1 ). Second, not all proteins are equally abundant. Both aspects are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The number of identified proteins/gel band closely follows the protein size distribution shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, comparatively few proteins are identified in the high mass range of the gel, and many proteins are identified in the 20 -50-kDa range. However, the number of peptides with which a particular protein is identified remains relatively constant across the gel, which means that the mass spectrometer is probably undersampling in the high mass region of the gel because few peptides make it above the detection threshold, whereas the opposite is the case in the lower parts of the gel, where many more peptide ion signals are competing for measurement time than the instrument can handle. This corresponds well with the observation that the number of acquired peptide spectra per LC-MS/MS run tends to peak in the 50-kDa region. However, the ratio of spectra that contributed to verified protein identification events and the number of all acquired spectra do not show a clear trend over the molecular weight range (data not shown). We, like many investigators before us, find that a large proportion of MS/MS spectra do not match a peptide sequence in the database with any reasonable confidence. The average ratio of MS/MS spectra used for protein identification from all different cell lines was 41% with a standard deviation of 19%. There are many possible explanations for this observation. For example, if the intensity thresholds for switching between MS and MS/MS are low, the mass spectrometer will select for precursor ions of which the intensity will never be sufficient to produce an informative MS/MS spectrum. Another important point to consider is the separation performance of the liquid chromatography system. If the chromatographic peak width is small, some ions that are detected in an MS survey spectrum might have an intensity that is too low by the time it is their turn to be fragmented in a particular data acquisition scheme. Hence, the number of precursor ions that are subjected to collision-induced dissociation between survey spectra should be adjusted to the separation characteristics of the LC system. Overall, these factors might introduce a slight bias against smaller yet more abundant proteins, which is probably not so much the case in shotgun identification approaches because the bias introduced by the gel does not apply. One way to deal with this potential bias is to repeat the measure- ment of the same sample several times to arrive at a fairer representation of the proteins present.
Reproducibility of Proteome Characterization by GeLC-MS/ MS-
The more complex a peptide mixture gets, the more the analytical system is strained in terms of reproducibility. This is not so much a problem in terms of confidence in the presence of the identified proteins but is more a question of how representative the list of identified proteins for a given sample is. In one published report, the reproducibility issue has been addressed by repeatedly analyzing an unfractionated tryptic digest of a total yeast lysate by LC-MS/MS. The results showed that only 35 of a total of 401 identified proteins were present in every of triplicate measurement, which demonstrates that there is a limit as to how complex a mixture a one-dimensional LC system can handle (23) . Reproducibility of measurements using GeLC-MS/MS should be higher because the complexity of the sample is reduced owing to the protein separation step that precedes the LC-MS/MS experiment. For the proteome datasets contained in this report, LC-MS/MS analysis was mostly done in triplicate. Analysis of the HEK293 nuclear fraction showed that reproducibility of protein identification (on the level of 97% identity clusters) was about 70% between duplicates and 60% among triplicates with no significant deviation over the molecular weight range as judged from repeat experiments run consecutively on the same instrument and searched against the same database version (Fig. 3) . This shows that including an additional separation step on the protein level increases the overall depth of proteome coverage as well as reproducibility and thereby representation.
We observed a somewhat unexpected but significant source of variation in reproducibility that is related to changes in the sequence database against which MS data is searched. Although two rounds of searching of identical primary LC-MS/MS data (here, single analysis of HEK293 cytoplasm) against different versions of the IPI sequence database (versions 2.5 and 2.12) produced a relatively constant number of non-redundant identifications (447 versus 431 IPI entries, 440 versus 424 clusters of 97% identity), the overlap was only 63% on the level of accession numbers and 83% on the cluster level. This is not a feature of this particular sequence database, but rather all sequence databases are constantly changing in size and content as the result of the increasing amounts of available genomic sequence information and more (or less) refined annotation of such sequences. As a result, protein identifications might "disappear" because of the removal of the sequence against which the spectrum was originally matched. Re-searching of primary mass spectrometry data against updated protein databases is not practical when it comes to large and rapidly growing datasets. In a lucky case, this would remove false positive identifications, but there are numerous examples from our laboratory where true protein sequences have been identified with one database version and have disappeared in the next release. Freezing a certain database version for extended periods of time is also not a viable solution because of the risk of missing newly identified gene products. One way out of that problem is to keep an in-house curated master database version in which novel entries of a new database release are added without removing entries that have been eliminated from the new database release. This procedure is, however, not practical for every laboratory because it requires the presence of an appropriate IT infrastructure. In addition, small but biochemically and functionally irrelevant changes in protein sequences might lead to an ever increasing database. An alternative is to cluster database entries based on sequence homology (here, 97% identity) to confine sequences for a particular gene product to a small number, which in turn helps to recognize proteins that are functionally identical. The downside of this approach is that homology clustering often cannot cope with subtle differences in amino acid sequence that are easily differentiated by MS, and the approach may thus lead to loss of information on e.g. isoforms or splice variants of gene products. We are currently evaluating clustering algorithms that reflect the information content of primary MS data more accurately and should provide a means to alleviate some of the problems mentioned above.
Compilation of Proteins into Abundance Lists-All proteins identified in the cell lines analyzed are compiled in Tables  S1-S7 and sorted by the sum of all Mascot protein scores with which a particular protein was found in the experiments.
FIG. 3. Reproducibility among replicate analyses in GeLC-MS/MS (HEK293, nuclear fraction).
Overall reproducibility among total datasets is 59% among triplicate and 70% between duplicate measurements. Overlaps among datasets remain relatively constant over 1D gel regions. Reproducibility on the sample level among multiple analyses (a1-an) was calculated as follows: the number of proteins shared among a1-an of sample x divided by the average number of total distinct protein identifications in a1-an of sample x. For reproducibility between duplicate analyses, the average values from all possible comparisons (for n ϭ 3; a1 versus a2, a1 versus a3, and a2 versus a3) are given. Overall reproducibility among total sets of identified proteins was calculated accordingly. (For example, three rounds of analysis of HEK293 nuclear fraction resulted in 422 proteins common to all three datasets comprising 783, 660, and 705 distinct proteins. 422/((783 ϩ 660 ϩ 703)/3) ϫ 100% ϭ 59%)
Mass spectrometry of proteins and peptides is not a quantitative method as such. Therefore, it is difficult to assess the abundance of a particular protein from MS data per se. Nevertheless, there are several empiric indications that can help to estimate the relative abundance of a protein in a mixture. In general, the higher the amount of protein, the higher the MS signal intensity, number of sequenced peptides/sequence coverage, and Mascot score. Any of these measures work fairly well as long as proteins in the mixture are of similar size. If that is not the case, signal intensities are probably a more suitable measure for abundance (24) . However, it is not very practical to compute these values for all peptides in very large datasets and acquired on different types of instrumentation. Therefore, we have chosen to rely on the sum of all Mascot protein scores with which a particular protein was found in a 1D PAGE gel lane. We are aware that this tends to overestimate the abundance of large proteins because these generate more peptides that contribute to the total Mascot protein score. However, we believe that this is not a fundamental problem because the protein lists of Tables S1-S7 are compiled from GeLC-MS/MS data for use with GeLC-MS/MS data; thus, the abundance assessment will always be made relative to where a protein was found on a gel. For example, clathrin heavy chain 1 (IPI00024067.1, 192 kDa) appears with a total Mascot score of 2161, whereas Ras GTPase-activating-like protein IQGAP1 (IPI00009342.1), a protein of almost identical size (189 kDa), is listed with a score of 250 (Table S1 ). Hence it is fair to assume that the former protein is much more abundant than the latter. We have also found that the bias toward larger proteins introduced by using total Mascot score for abundance classification is not overly large. When plotting total Mascot score versus protein size for all proteins of a cell line (data not shown), the maximum of the score distribution is found at about 40 kDa, which is not that far off the maximum of the size distribution of all identified proteins of 25-30 kDa (Fig. 1) . In addition the "usual suspects" for abundant proteins, like cytoskeletal proteins, chaperones, and metabolic enzymes, populate the top positions of all lists.
Reported total Mascot scores in Tables S1-S7 span values between 30 and 10,000. The respective range for individual gel slices (LC-MS/MS runs) is ϳ30 -3000. Clearly, all proteins in Tables S1-S7 are abundant cellular constituents, but the range of scores suggests that the absolute abundance range might be in the order of 1:100. Again, it should be stressed that the purpose of the sorting exercise is to reflect an overall trend in the dataset rather than an abundance criterion for individual proteins. Nevertheless, proteins that are closer to the top of Table S1 can be expected to be more prone to contributing to unspecific protein background in affinity purification experiments than those at the bottom of the list. It should also be kept in mind that even when identifying over a thousand proteins from a cell line or tissue using GeLC-MS/MS (or LC/LC-MS/MS for that matter), the depth of proteome coverage is still very limited considering that it is estimated that the expression levels of proteins in cells span six orders of magnitude.
Comparative Analysis of Datasets from Different Cell Lines-It is a well known fact that different cell lines and tissues express different sets of proteins, which at least in part is a reflection of their specialized physiological roles. However, one would expect that a considerable fraction of that part of the proteome that is primarily occupied with housekeeping functions ought to be abundantly expressed in all cell types. When comparing our data (protein clusters of 97% sequence identity), we were surprised by the fact that only 104 of the total number of 1543 non-redundant cytoplasmic protein clusters were found to be shared between all cell lines analyzed. The overall overlaps between cell lines (Table II) are largely independent of whether proteins are among the top 10, 20, 50, or 100 proteins on the list in Tables S1-S7 (data not shown). 50% of the proteins are shared among HEK293, SKNBE2, and SW480 cells. For SKNBE2 and SW480 cells, the respective overlap is ϳ30%. Cell line-specific cytoplasmic clusters (i.e. proteins that were exclusively found in a single cell line) account for 36% of all identified proteins in HEK293, 23% in SKNBE2, 22% in HeLaS3, 21% in HepG2, 13% in SW480, and 6% in HeLa cells. Obviously, the fraction of unique identifications increases with the size of the datasets for a particular cell line, and it should be borne in mind that the absence of a protein in a particular dataset may just be because the expression level of that protein was below the detection limit of the system. Nevertheless, there are numerous examples of highly abundant proteins that are found in a cell line-specific manner. Examples include the dopamine monooxygenase precursor (IPI00012890.1) and the neuronspecific calcium-binding protein hippocalcin (IPI00145135.1), which were both found exclusively in the neuroblastoma cell line SKNBE2. Given the substantial differences in relative expression levels of proteins in core proteomes of different cell lines, we would recommend analyzing every cell line or tissue used for affinity purification approaches in the way described here for the purpose of defining abundance-related protein background that is meaningful for a particular source of protein.
Subcellular Fractionation Increases Proteome CoverageFor HEK293 cells we explored the effect of subcellular fractionation on the number of proteins identified by GeLC-MS/ MS. Table III shows that almost 1000 proteins were identified in both the cytoplasmic and nuclear HEK293 preparations with an overlap between the two fractions of 57%, which increased the total number of identified non-redundant proteins from this cell line to 1785 (1412 clusters). As one would expect, many of the proteins identified specifically in the nuclear fraction are known nuclear constituents. These range from histones to RNA-and DNA-binding or -metabolizing proteins to nuclear pore components and protein involved in DNA replication and repair. Data from extending fractionation of cells by rather simple means (e.g. into membrane fractions, lipid rafts, etc.) prior to protein profiling indicates that the depth of protein profiling can be relatively easily increased to cover more than 3000 proteins of a single cell line (data not shown).
Conclusions-The presented data demonstrate the utility of GeLC-MS/MS for the description of core proteomes as a tool for determining abundance-related protein background in biochemical experiments. Compared with the use of more elaborate separation techniques such as 2D gel electrophoresis or multidimensional chromatography prior to MS-based analysis, a simple protein separation step simplifies the overall procedure, speeds up analysis time, minimizes sample loss in general, and captures proteins with a wide range of biochemical characteristics (size, pI, transmembrane domains). GeLC-MS/MS allowed the identification of 1785 proteins from a single human cell line, thus reaching the same depth of proteome coverage reported for shotgun experiments in the literature. Only 30 -50 g of total protein were required as starting material compared with typical amounts of 200 -300 g of protein for 2D PAGE and 0.5-2 mg for 2D LC/LC-MS/MS experiments. As a result, this method is also applicable to the study of cellular proteomes that are of very limited availability such as samples obtained by needle biopsy or laser capture microdissection, where initial studies have reported expression proteomic analyses from as little as 1-5 g of total protein (25) .
On a cautionary note, one should be aware of the fact that protein abundance is only one, albeit important, factor contributing to the phenomenon of protein background in affinity purification and other experiments. It by no means excludes the possibility that a very abundant protein might serve a very specific function. For example, HSP90 appears repeatedly among the highest scoring proteins in our datasets, but at the same time, it has been shown to be required in conjunction with cdc37 for activation of the IB kinase complex in tumor necrosis factor-␣ signaling (26) . We have adopted the use of GeLC-MS/MS to characterize every cell line and tissue that is subject to biochemical experimentation in our laboratory. The resulting information has been integrated into our in-house protein sequence database and has become an important tool for the assessment of experimental results of biochemical experiments. Although the data of this study is available as supplementary information and can be used for the same purpose, we would also encourage our colleagues to go through this worthwhile and limited effort for their favorite source of protein and to share the data with the scientific community.
